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This talk

• The Journal
• NEJM Workflow Transformation project
• NEJM and Typefi
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The Journal

• Founded in 1812, the oldest continuously published
medical periodical.

• The most widely read, cited, and influential general
medical periodical in the world.

• Read by more than 600,000 people each week.
• NEJM.org was created in 1996.
• Today receives an average of 2 million unique visitors

per month.
• Weekly issues, about 100 editorial pages each.
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THE NEJM WORKFLOW
TRANSFORMATION PROJECT

(AKA NeWT)



Goals

• Streamline workflow to produce the print and electronic
editions of the Journal as efficiently as possible

• Use standards and best practices to ensure that the
markup, tools, and processes are well integrated with
upstream and downstream processes and services.

• Increase production speed from transmittal to
publication while maintaining quality

• Simplify workflow
• Enable nimble responses to editorial ideas and initiatives.
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Assumptions

• Single-source article XML
– For print and electronic publication
– All editorial content, including tables and metadata for

multimedia
– Used for online first
– TOCs, CME, and other derived items

• Article-by-article workflow
• Single location for all article files
• Single database for production metadata
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Old workflow: Content preparation

• Multiple databases and file locations
• Manuscript editing

– Word with eXtyles: Styling, cleanup, editing, “galleys”
– Tables split out, created in InDesign, and appended to galleys
– Images created before and during manuscript editing
– Proof round with author

• Layout
– Macros to prepare Word file for InDesign
– InDesign: Imported updated Word file, manual page makeup
– Outlook/Exchange for distributing proof

• Page proof
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Old Workflow: XML and Web preparation

• NLM XML from InDesign files after final pages
– Multiple scripts and handwork; subject to human error.
– Changes to content had to be made to both the InDesign

file and the NLM

• No XML tables: images exported from PDF print
pages

• Web application used to collect metadata and
manage digital objects

• QA loops for website, iPad, Kindle
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New workflow: Preliminaries

• Workflow transformation
– Mapped old workflow to new workflow
– Spec for consolidated file management for production groups

• XML specification for NEJM production
– Customized JATS 1.0 (queries, metadata for DOs, CME, …)
– OASIS tables
– All text content for all media

• Tools
– Evaluation, purchase, installation, configuration, training, etc.

• Production metadata and tracking in single database
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New workflow: Content preparation

• XML creation and preparation
– Production database record from ScholarOne metadata
– Word cleanup and conversion to JATS: eXtyles  to Arbortext

• Manuscript editing
– Arbortext: highly customized editing environment

• Change tracking in Arbortext using Arbortext’s atict namespace

– Schematron for markup and content rules
– “Content proof” from edited JATS XML until “content freeze”

• Distributed as PDF; feedback in PDF or e-mail
• All changes made directly in JATS XML.

– When frozen, ready for print and web preparation
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New workflow: Web preparation

• JATS XML contains all metadata and text content needed
for all editions.

• Create NLM 2.2 XML from JATS 1.0 XML
– Menu item in Arbortext

• Multimedia
– Now:

• Using old tools and processes, folding in files from new workflow
– Soon

• Metadata about multimedia and issues derived from JATS and pushed
to downstream systems (Mark Logic, “CMS”)

• Automated upload of production files by NEJM Editorial production
systems.
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New workflow: PDF page production

• Automated page production
– Arbortext sends jobs to Typefi
– Typefi returns logs, PDF, and InDesign files to article folder
– “Content proof” (with or without redlining) or “print

proof” on demand
– After freeze, touch up and prepare print pages

• How exactly are we using Typefi?
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NEJM AND TYPEFI



Typefi installation

• Typefi 6.0.6
• Adobe InDesign CS6 Server x64
• Running on same virtual Windows server
• Production volume mounted
• Typefitter Pro
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Typefi configuration

• Projects (templates, images, XSLT, job options)
– Content proof
– NEJM (for pages)

• Job options
– For template assignment, JavaScript, PDF configuration, XSLT
– Article classes

• Article
• Editorial
• Perspective
• CME

– Variations in template/master pages
– Some JavaScript for, e.g., line numbering in content proof,

runover tables



Typefi XSLT

• Customized copies of the Typefi’s NLMCore default XSLT for NLM
XML

• Map JATS to CXML elements (e.g., tps:content, tps:section, tps:p,
tps:c elements)
– Rearranging, augmenting, suppressing, etc., as necessary for proof type

• Map CXML to InDesign objects (e.g., paragraph and character
styles)

• Custom transformations
– ContentProof-lib

• Available to the ContentProof project
– nejm-lib

• Available to the NEJM project for pages
– nejmCME-lib

• Also in NEJM project, for weekly issue CME section



Arbortext integration: Typefi Menu items

• Processing instructions tools
– Find next TPS PI, Insert TPS line-break, Set table entry data align point

• CME
– Make CME print castoff
– Compile and make issue CME for print

• Content proof
– Make internal content proof
– Make both internal and author content proof
– Make internal content proof with redlining

• Print proof
– PIs for print variations

• Render aff-alternatives as app
• Use alternative contrib-group rendering
• Use alternative ICM layout
• Flag article as first OA in issue

– Make preliminary abstract
– Make combined section for issue
– Make online-first print proof
– Make issue print proof
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Arbortext integration: Preprocessing JATS
for Typefi job

• Copies JATS with name containing information
necessary to get the files back from Typefi:
– jmuenning_test_NEJMoa1514212_Tarnow-Mordi.xml

• Prepares JATS: expanding IDREFS, adding full paths to
graphics, PI with slug information, and redlining
– Content proof: Internal vs. author
– Content proof: Redlining
– Print proof: Sections
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Arbortext integration: Sending jobs to
Typefi

• Arbortext Command Language (ACL) function to send
request to Typefi’s WSI runjob-xml servlet to run job
– Function creates JavaScript with correct parameters, saves it to

disk, and executes it with a system call.
– Values of parameters derived from menu item selected and

from JATS
– Returned XML response saved to article folder

• Typefi returns InDesign, PDF, and logs to article folder
– Perl script called by job.end event in each job option

• ACL function to watch for files, rename files, and open
PDF
– Every 10 seconds for 3 minutes
– Also monitors job status: Typefi WSI listjob servlet
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Stats

• Started production in June 2014 with the August 7 issue.
– Since then, gradually added article types.
– Last print article type added last month.

• As of March 9, 2016
– 914 articles
– 25,039 successful Typefi jobs (PDF count)
– 353,000 pages (Typefi Admin)

• Content proof vs. page proof
– 67% content proof
– 33% print proof
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In conclusion …

• Workflow is simpler and more efficient
– We have increased speed of production while maintaining

quality.
– Content proof has been a great success.

• We can respond to new requirements, initiatives,
and problems quickly and well.

• The implementation of our new workflow has been
deliberate, but that’s okay.
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QUESTIONS?
jmuenning@nejm.org
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